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Postal address: 	68301 Mannheim



Address for visitors: 	Lilienthalstrasse 200, 68307 Mannheim, Germany



Phone: 	+49 621 776-0

Fax:	+49 621 776-1000

Internet:	www.pepperl-fuchs.com

E-Mail:	info@de.pepperl-fuchs.com



Managing Directors:	Dr.-Ing. Gunther Kegel (CEO), Werner Guthier, Mehmet Hatiboglu



Year of foundation: 	1945



Reporting year 2017:

Turnover:		630 Mill. Euro (consolidated external sales)

Employees: 		6.000 worldwide 



Divisions: 	Factory Automation, Process Automation



Manufacturing plants: 	Germany, USA, Singapore, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Vietnam, Czech Republic



Subsidiaries:	more than 40 companies on 6 continents





















Main target markets: 	Factory Automation: machine building industry, automotive industry, material handling and logistics, printing and paper industry, packaging machinery, process equipment, door/gate/elevator construction, textile industry, renewable energies



	Process Automation: chemical and pharmaceutical industry, oil and gas industry including offshore and marine, power industries, water and waste water



Core products 	Components for the Factory Automation: 
the sensor types inductive, capacitive, ultrasonic, photoelectric, rotary encoders, identifications systems, barcodes, data-matrix-codes, vision sensors



Components and solutions for the Process Automation: 
interface modules, remote I/O systems, fieldbus infrastructure techniques completed by based around enclosures in the increased safety, intrinsic safety and flameproof protecting classes with approvals for the integration of a wide range of electrical apparatus, level control devices, Ex-operating terminal systems, electrical explosion protection equipment, Ex-IPCs, seminars teachware and services





Mannheim, November 2018





Career: If you want to learn more about career opportunities at Pepperl+Fuchs please visit our 
career portal karriere.pepperl-fuchs.com. 

Our contacts will be pleased to assist you.
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		At a glance:

·   Large 2-D reading window

·   Large depth of focus range

·   Code tape with large codes

·   Interruption possible up to a stretch of 75 mm

·   SIL 3/PLe with a sensor and code tape







Positioning with Maximum Reliability 

Large Reading Window and Codes Enhance Performance of 2-D System  

The PXV 2-D absolute positioning system from Pepperl+Fuchs sets new performance benchmarks when it comes to reliability and handling. With its large reading window, the system keeps a sufficient number of codes in view, even in relation to track switches and changes to the code tape. Precise positioning is guaranteed at all times

Six years of experience with the PCV system have helped to shape the development of the PXV. The reading window of the PXV has been enlarged to 120 x 80 mm, meaning that the Data Matrix code tape is always located within the sensing range. Mounting and commissioning are easier, and plant availability is further improved. The reading window has an increased depth of focus range, allowing it to capture even more codes simultaneously and also guarantee position detection through multiple redundancy.

Unlike other systems available on the market, the PXV requires only a single 2-D camera, ensuring that irritation relating to track switches is excluded. The cameras in two-camera systems, on the other hand, can receive differing position signals in this scenario.

A certain degree of contamination on the code tape is often unavoidable during everyday operation. For this reason, the codes for the PXV have been expanded to 15 x 15 mm without compromising the resolution, and the "coarse-grained" design ensures that they are unaffected by contamination. Thanks to redundant detection, the system also cannot be disrupted by the destruction of individual codes. The code tape can be interrupted by a stretch of up to 80 mm without affecting position detection.

Innovative Safety Technology

The new safePXV manages all that a single positioning system can with just one sensor. The new safety technology combines a 2-D reader with a three-colored Data Matrix code tape. The special code tape contains two overlapping Data Matrix codes in red and blue. The 2-D reader is equipped with two different colored LED rings—also red and blue. These rings are activated separately and then read just one Data Matrix code each. A SIL 3/PLe absolute position is always provided as the result.



		

Increased safety courtesy of safePXV in automotive production.
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		At a glance:

· 3-D LiDAR scanning

· RFID

· Cloud, asset management

· IO-Link, gateway

· Smart City, Smart Industry, Smart Logistics







Application of Industry 4.0 Technologies  

Industry 4.0 in Practice  	

Pepperl+Fuchs will again be exhibiting applications of Industry 4.0 technologies in a Solutions Park at the SPS/IPC/Drives trade fair in Nuremberg.

"Connected Customization" uses a multi-sensor system of LiDAR scanners and color cameras to create a point cloud of the visitor, who can then view their colored 3-D image from all sides on their mobile device. The visitor will also be presented with a trade fair magazine personalized with a print of their own image.

"Cloud-based RFID Solution" demonstrates an astonishingly simple solution in which production resources are registered using RFID. This then facilitates powerful asset management in Neoception's—a Pepperl+Fuchs subsidiary—cloud system without the need for a PLC with corresponding programming.

The "Sensor Data in the Cloud" exhibit shows a production unit with IO-Link sensors and actuators that are integrated into Software AG's Cumulocity Cloud via a Dell gateway equipped with the corresponding Neoception software agent. The Cumulocity solution allows plant statuses to be centrally recorded and managed as well as compared across multiple plants.

Application scenarios involving sensors that work wirelessly in the Internet of Things are shown in "Internet of Sensors." These include, for example, fill levels of glass recycling containers in Smart Cities, the status of manual control valves for Smart Industry or facilities, as well as statuses of transport containers for Smart Logistics.



		

Industry 4.0 in the Solutions Park
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 PRESS KIT	SPS 2018

 PRESSEMAPPE	SPS 2014

PRESS KIT SPS 2018



You can find Pepperl+Fuchs in hall 7A, booth 330.


Our press releases:



Company Profile



Factory Automation

1. IO-Link Set to Become Global Standard for Industry 4.0

2. R200 and R201

3. PXV 2-D absolute positioning system 

4. Support for Maintenance Processes Using RFID  

5. Industry 4.0 technologies in a Solutions Park 









We would be very pleased if you continue publishing our press reports in your magazine. Should you have any question or if you are interested in a special subject, please do not hesitate to contact us.





Editorial contact:

Irmtraud Schmitt

Public Relation Officer

Pepperl+Fuchs GmbH 					

Phone: +49 621 776-1215 				

				

ischmitt@de.pepperl-fuchs.com 





November 2018
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		At a glance:

· Complete IO-Link solution from a single source: Sensors, master, and infrastructure components for easy commissioning and integration

· A wide range of sensor technologies for flexible solutions

· Ready for Industry 4.0 and IIoT: future-proof with an open, manufacturer-independent standard

· Predictive maintenance: real-time diagnostics simplify troubleshooting and reduce downtime

· Increased plant availability and reduced installation costs







IO-Link Set to Become Global Standard for Industry 4.0  

Basis for End-to-End Communication  

Networked production in the age of Industry 4.0 and the Internet of Things requires end-to-end information channels that extend right down to the lowest field level. Data and information need to be available globally and exchanged between the individual components in an intelligent and autonomous process. Such a channel was created almost ten years ago with the IEC standard IO-Link. Since then, the technology has matured. Its performance in the field has been excellent, and it is used all over the world. According to growth projections, it is well on its way to becoming the global Industry 4.0 standard. 	

IO-Link, the globally established system and fieldbus-independent communication standard, offers many advantages. The universal and compatible interface allows the integrated networking of sensors and actuators, which reduces the costs associated with installation, commissioning, and plant maintenance. IO-Link makes it possible to collect and evaluate not only process data, but also other information. Pepperl+Fuchs offers an extensive portfolio of IO-Link infrastructure components and IO-Link devices.



IO-Link Infrastructure Components from Pepperl+Fuchs

· Ethernet IO module with IO-Link master for 8 inputs/outputs (ICE1-8IOL-G60L-V1D)

· USB IO-Link master (IO-Link-Master02-USB)

· SmartBridge (WRM-F301-IO-B15-2V15)

IO-Link Devices from Pepperl+Fuchs

· Photoelectric sensors (e.g., MLV41 series, VDM28 series, R10x series, R20x series)

· Inductive sensors (e.g., F112 series, F90 series, R1 series)

· Ultrasonic sensors (e.g., 30GM series, F77 series)

· RFID read/write heads (e.g., IQT1*-IO series)

· I/O hub with IO-Link interface for 16 digital inputs (ICA-16DI-G60A-IO)



		

IO-Link Portfolio Pepperl+FuchsPepperl+Fuchs IO-Link Portfolio
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		At a glance:

· R200 and R201: the new designs for longer operating distances

· Identical to the R100, R101, R103: each series offers all functional principles in the defined mounting situation

· Forward-thinking product design: mounting compatibility and wide-ranging functionality with consistently uniform usability

· DuraBeam laser technology and Multi Pixel Technology (MPT): innovations that make the difference

· Sensorik4.0®: ready for the smart factory thanks to IO-Link as standard

· With Smart Sensor Profiles in the current version of the IO-Link Community







R200 and R201  

The New Optical Sensors for Longer Operating Distances  

With the R200 and R201 designs, the forward-thinking product design of photoelectric sensors from Pepperl+Fuchs enables applications with longer operating distances. Just like the compact R100, R101, and R103 series, both new products consistently offer all photoelectric functional principles in a design that is now larger and suitable for specific mounting situations. Usability is intuitive and identical across all series—and the standardized IO-Link connection via the latest Smart Sensor Profiles also enables convenient and reliable integration of the sensors.       	

With the R100, R101, and R103 series, as well as the new R200 and R201 sensors, choosing the relevant sensor is easier and users also benefit from maximum flexibility in every application and mounting situation. In terms of their technical features, the new series also include robust DuraBeam laser technology and high-precision Multi Pixel Technology (MPT) for distance measurement. Standardized usability across all series and functional principles plus the IO-Link interface facilitate parameterization of the sensors during commissioning and when there is a change to the functional principle or to another series.

Identical Functional Principles 

The new R200 and R201 series offer all photoelectric functional principles: thru-beam sensors, retroreflective sensors with a polarization filter or for clear object recognition, energetic diffuse mode sensors, sensors with background suppression and foreground suppression, measuring light barriers with two switch points, and distance sensors.

Perfect Usability 

All series have an intuitive and identical look and feel during parameterization. Quick and easy sensor adjustment is guaranteed by a multiturn potentiometer and a push button, which function as a combined operating element with three LEDs for visualizing the configuration, status, and diagnostics. Across all series the user benefits from standardized usability: The look and feel when parameterizing a thru-beam sensor, a retroreflective sensor, or a diffuse mode sensor for the R100, R101 or R103 series is the same as for the R200 and R201 designs. This also applies to measuring devices with multiple switch points or distance sensors.



		

The R100-, R101- and R103- with the new R200- and R201 sensors
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		At a glance:

· In process engineering plants such as chemical factories, strict regulations apply to the inspection and maintenance of plant components

· Using RFID handhelds, parts that require inspecting can be located quickly and identified clearly

· Application-specific software prevents errors, saves time, and ensures that the task is performed efficiently

· Actions taken can be easily documented and verified by software







Support for Maintenance Processes Using RFID  

Safety is of utmost importance during the transport of potentially dangerous process media in chemical processing plants. To ensure safety at all times, regular inspection and maintenance of hoses is required by law.	

Intuitive Software Allows for Easy Verification of Maintenance Performed

RFID handhelds from Pepperl+Fuchs and ecom paired with custom software from Neoception allow for convenient and efficient maintenance, even in hazardous areas. Each hose is clearly identifiable via a UHF RFID tag, which includes the following information:

· Equipment number

· Test date/time

· Hose length and diameter

· Conductivity

· Test pressure

· Date of the next inspection

Using the RFID handheld and the "hose manager" software from the Pepperl+Fuchs start-up Neoception, the auditor is guided through the maintenance procedure step-by-step. Automatic identification and user-friendly software virtually eliminate errors. The results of the test can be seamlessly transferred to a back-end system and serve as the documentation and proof of the tests carried out. During the process of designing the user interfaces, care was taken to ensure that they were ergonomical and glove-operable.

More Benefits from Additional Functions

Additional functions help support work processes even better. A localization function, which evaluates the strength of the tag's response signal, helps to significantly reduce the time needed to search for a test object. In addition to RFID, all optical 1-D and 2-D codes can also be read via the integrated imager.



		

RFID handhelds enable maintenance processes to be performed and documented efficiently



		

Regular maintenance is required to ensure that chemical plants are operating safely
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